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centuries formed the vast majority, with sculptures 
from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
– exactly forty-five in number – forming a second, 
smaller group. 

Pit’s 1904 catalogue marks the first complete docu men -
tation of the Rijksmuseum’s collection of sculpture. This 
concise, non-illustrated work was followed in 1912 by an 
elaborate publication covering part of the collection, com-
piled by Pit’s colleagues, Willem Vogelsang (1875–1954), 
later a professor of art history at the Universiteit van 
Utrecht, and Marinus van Notten (1875–1955), who in 1918 
succeeded Pit as director of the Nederlandsch Museum. 
Entitled Die Holzskulptur in Den Niederlanden; Band II: 
Das Nieder ländische Museum zu Amsterdam, this large-
format plate portfolio contained thirty-five loose-leaf 

Any visitor to the newly built Rijksmuseum in the late 
nineteenth century would have encountered a collec tion 
chiefly dominated by paintings. Even during this nascent 
period in the museum’s existence, however, the same 
person would also have seen a significant number of 
sculp tures, dispersed throughout the building’s halls 
and galleries (FIG. 1). At this time, the Rijksmuseum’s 
collection of sculpture represented acquisition efforts 
spanning a period of just a little over 100 years. Like 
the museum’s painting collection, the collection of sculp-
ture was limited to works that served the national 
interest, i.e. sculpture specifically produced in the 
Northern Netherlands. One person cognisant of this 

narowness of the museum’s collection was Adriaan Pit 
(1860–1944), the then director of the Nederlandsch 
Museum voor Geschiedenis en Kunst (Netherlands 
Museum of History and Art; a collection physically 
housed within the confines of the Rijksmuseum and 
only later formally integrated into the museum). In his 
collection catalogue of 1904, Pit duly observed that: 
‘The collection of sculpture, of which the catalogue  
is presented here, is so much primarily a Northern 
Netherlandish [collection], that in this introduction,  
I have the liberty of sketching our own national history  
of sculpture.’1 In that year, the sculpture collection of the 
Nederlandsch Museum comprised a total of 222 works, 
each with its own designated place in the galleries 
around the east inner courtyard (FIG. 2). Just as in the 
beginning, sculpture of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
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FIG. 1 The Rijksmuseum’s east entrance hall.  
Postcard published by A. Vigevano, c. 1900. Amsterdam, 
Rijksmuseum RMA-SSA-F-00383-5

FIG. 2 View of the Gothic gallery in the Nederlandsch Museum, 
c. 1905. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, HA-0015524  
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reproductions of all the museum’s sculptures, preceded 
by a brief introduction.2 

Chaotic BeginningS: The KoninKlijK Kabinet  
van Zeldzaamheden 
In these early years the museum’s collection of sculp-
ture was as yet scarcely cohesive. This was in contrast 
to many of the national museums in other countries 
across Europe, whose collections were commonly derived 
from a princely Kunst- und Wunder kammer or art gallery, 
built up over centuries.3 The basis of the Rijksmuseum’s 
sculpture collection, on the other hand, consisted of only 
approximately fifty sculptures – ivories and bronzes – 
preserved at the Koninklijk Kabinet van Zeldzaamheden 
(Royal Cabinet of Rarities), founded in 1816 in The Hague.4 
Some of these works had originated from the collec-
tion of the Dutch stadholders, including Emanuel Bardou’s 
bronze Frederick the Great on a Horse (BK-NM-8339)  

and John Michael Rysbrack’s terracotta portrait bust  
of Queen Caroline of England (BK-NM-5760). Yet there 
were also other, more curious pieces, such as a group 
of thirteen male and female Beggars produced in the 
circle of Simon Troger (BK-NM-7529 to -7541), described 
in the Rijksmuseum’s 1888 Visitors Guide as a ‘detestable 
German work from the previous century, which one 
formerly deemed as having value’ (FIG. 3).5 Presented 
to the Royal Cabinet in 1817 by a private citizen, this 
‘collection of Italian Lazzaroni and kindred rabble carved 
from ivory, bone and wood, that would surely have 
been denied admission to the Museum[’s collec tion] 
had they not already been held for years [in the Royal 
Cabinet] in The Hague’ was a former possession of the 
Frisian stadtholders.6 In fact, a majority of the sculp-
tures in the Royal Cabinet of Rarities had been acquired 
in the early phase of its existence. For many years,  
they also constituted the sole international works in the 
collection of the Nederlandsch Museum. The Royal 

Cabinet’s absolute masterpieces were two unique objects 
dating from the eleventh century: an ivory hunt ing horn 
(BK-NM-602) from the Chapter House of Sinte Marie in 
Utrecht (dissolved five years before their acquisition); 
and a Scandinavian reliquary carved from walrus ivory 
(BK-NM-621), originating from the Brussels collection  
of the idiosyncratic ‘Ridder-Primaat’ (Knight of the First 
Order) Joseph Desiré de Lupus (1766–1822). After acquiring 
this early and uniquely varied collection of medieval art 
in 1819, the Dutch government presented it on a loan basis 
to the Musée Lupus in Brussels. As a result, the collec-
tion remained fully intact for an additional three years, 
up until the museum’s closure coinciding with the death 
of its director – De Lupus himself – in 1822. At this time, 
the collection was divided between Belgium and the 
Netherlands, with the paintings remaining in Brussels 
and the rest transferred to The Hague, including an 
exceptional group of 170 early manuscripts.7

Two years before, the Dutch government had acquired 
Artus Quellinus’s imposing bust of Burgomaster Andries 
de Graeff (BK-18305) at the auction of the estate of the 
Amsterdam banker Paul Iwan Hogguer (1760–1816)  
and his art-loving wife, Anna Maria Ebeling (1767–1812).8 
This was to be the last acquisition of an important work  
of sculp ture for quite some time, chiefly due to a lack of 
funds, but perhaps also for want of a sufficient level  
of knowledge and taste. It was therefore with a heavy 
heart that the then director of the Royal Cabinet, Reinier 
Pieter van de Kasteele (1767–1845), saw an opportunity to 
acquire the Van Hattem collection – comprising approxi-
mately 140 high-quality ivories from the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries – pass right before his eyes.9 
Under the directorship of Pieter’s son, Abraham van  
de Kasteele (1814–1893), who assumed his father’s posi-
tion in 1840, nine statues from the estate of Jan Jacob 
‘Graaf’ Nahuys (1801–1864) were purchased in 1864. An 
Utrecht attorney and herald pursuivant of King William I, 
Nahuys possessed a highly varied collection of antiq uities, 
including numerous excavated fragments of Roman 
and ‘Germanic’ ceramics and several ‘Middeneeuwsche’ 
(medieval) objects. When exhibited in Amsterdam in 1858, 
the renown of the Nahuys collection became much 
greater. Most important was the fifteenth-century, poly -
chromed stone Gnadenstuhl (Throne of Mercy, BK-NM-31), 
a sculpture possibly originating ‘uit eene der kerken  
te Utrecht’ (from one of the churches in Utrecht).10  
The Dutch government’s acquisition of these pieces was 
likely the direct consequence of the ‘Commissie tot  
het opsporen, het behoud en het bekend maken van over-
blijfsels der vaderlandsche kunst uit vroegere tijden’ 
(Commission for the Tracking, Preservation and Publi-
cation of Remnants of National Art from Earlier Times). 
This institution was established in 1860 with the aim  
of preserving Dutch national heritage, under the director-
ship of the Leiden archaeologist Conrad Leemans 
(1809–1893). Although destined to survive no more than 
ten years, this com mission undoubtedly helped to 
create a greater aware ness of the need for a syste matic 

FIG. 3 Follower of Simon Troger, Two Beggars, c. 1740–50. 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. nos. BK-NM-7531 and -7532
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approach to art preservation. At the same time,  
it cleared the way for the targeted acquisition of collec-
tions (or parts thereof) for the Dutch national art 
collection.

It was only at the last minute that the Royal Cabinet  
of Rarities managed to purchase the collection of the 
archaeologist David van der Kellen (1827–1895) – as well 
a co-founder of the Amsterdam Koninklijk Oud heid  kun dig 
Genootschap (Royal Antiquities Society) – saving it from 
the hammer in 1873. Planned to be sold at the famous 
French auction house Drouot, the col lec tion had already 
arrived in Paris. Among the most important artworks 
acquired was a small, intimate oak-carved group that 
would very soon emerge as an icon of late-medieval 
Netherlandish sculpture: the Meeting of Joachim and 
St Anne (BK-NM-88) (FIG. 4). This work lends its name  
to an anonymous sculptor dubbed the ‘Master of Joachim 
and St Anne’, and likewise forms the core piece in a small, 
but impressive oeuvre. Initially situated in the Northern 
Netherlands, this master is today thought to have been 
active in the Duchy of Brabant. Acquisitions like the 
Van der Kellen collection did little to conceal the fact 
that, under the directorship of Van der Kasteele Jr, the 
situation at the Royal Cabinet had grown more dire, 
with the collection reduced to little more than random 
curiosa and contemporary applied arts of inferior quality.11

Turning Point: the NederlandSch MuSeum  
voor GeSchiedeniS en KunSt
The years 1874–75 would signal a turning point, however, 
with new initiatives that ultimately shaped the profile 
of what would become the sculpture collection of the 
later Rijksmuseum. Responsible for this shift was the 
creation of an official Rijkscommissie voor de Monu men-
ten van Geschiedenis en Kunst (National Committee  
for the Monuments of History and Art) in 1874, meant 
to succeed the earlier committee overseen by Leemans.12 
In the ensuing years, members of this newly established 
College van Rijksadviseurs (Board of National Advisors) 
would take definitive steps to acquire important works of 
Dutch cultural heritage. For medieval sculpture, the ben-
e ficial role played by these newly appointed rijks adviseurs 
was immediately apparent: one point on the com mittee’s 
agenda at its very first gathering on 9 April 1874 was to 
discuss the coming sale of the collection of the deceased 
Roermond notary Charles Guillon (1811–1873), to be held 
in December of that same year. Among the national advis-
ors on the committee was Pierre Cuypers (1827–1921), 
architect of the later Rijksmuseum (FIG.6).13 A Roermond 
native himself and a fiery advo cate of (neo-)Gothic art, 
Cuypers was well acquainted with the Guillon collection. 
Fervently supported by his likeminded friend and com-
patriot, Victor de Stuers (1843–1916) (FIG.5), Cuypers 
undoubtedly exercised tremendous influence in acquiring 
five sculptures at the Guillon sale on the state’s behalf, 
including an Anna-te-Drieën (Virgin and Child with St Anne) 
by the Master of Elsloo (BK-NM-1278).14

One year later, in August 1875, the Nederlandsch Museum 
voor Geschiedenis en Kunst (Netherlands Museum of 
History and Art) was founded in The Hague, with part 
of the Royal Cabinet’s collection – i.e. pieces of historical 
importance – also integrated into the collection. With 
Van de Kasteele Jr relieved of his position in 1876, David 
van der Kellen was chosen as the new museum’s first 
director – a move that essen tially placed the Joachim 
and St Anne in the care of its previous owner.15 

Run by a director with flair, and with Victor de Stuers 
acting in the background as an influential ‘bureaucrat 
of the arts’,16 the existence of the recently created 
Neder landsch Museum provided an important impetus 
for new acquisitions. Noteworthy is the purchase of two 
major sculptural ensembles, both decidedly Brabantine 
in nature. The very first month of the museum’s existence 
marked the acquisition of a collec tion of medieval art 
assem bled over a period of about ten years by A.P. 
Hermans-Smit (1822–1897).17 This Eindhoven goldsmith 
and dealer had been a member of the Board of National 
Advisors since April 1875. In a display of uncanny timing, 
Hermans-Smit’s first act as regional correspondent was 
to negotiate the sale of his own collection to the new 
Nederlandsch Museum, ultimately resulting in the pur-
chase of approximately 800 objects for an amount  
in excess of 14,000 guilders. Included in the sale were 
thirty-four medieval sculp tures of varying quality, with 

FIG. 4 The Meeting of Joachim and Anne  
on an old photograph, c. 1875
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the indisputable master piece being a French ivory 
crozier from the fourteenth century (BK-NM-2306). 

Prior to this time, in the summer of the year before, 
another interesting medieval ensemble in Brabant had 
been brought to the national advisors’ attention by the 
municipal archivist in Den Bosch: the art holdings of 
the financially troubled Bridgettine sisters of the abbey 
of Maria Refugie in Uden were under threat of being 
sold.18 When approached by the nuns themselves shortly 
thereafter, the government seized upon the opportunity 
to acquire circa fifty works of medieval art – including 
a Gothic pulpit, choir book covers, textiles and twenty-
eight sculptures, all of considerably high quality – for the 
amount of nearly 2,200 guilders. With this second acqui-
sition, also in the year 1875, the new museum was 
enriched with the art possessions of the once-flourishing 
monastery Mariënwater in the town of Koudewater 
near Den Bosch, a collection boasting an exceptional 
provenance.19 Forming the core of the abbey’s ‘disfigured 
antique sculptures’20 were three impressive works by 
an anonymous sculptor, dubbed in 1958 as the ‘Master 
of Koudewater’ by the then curator of the Rijksmuseum’s 
department of sculpture, Jaap Leeuwenberg (BK-NM-1195 
to -1197).21 Significantly, the state failed to acquire all  
of the sculptures from the Uden monastery: several works 
were kept by the Bridgettine nuns for their own devotion, 
including a large seated statue of Bridget of Sweden, 
the order’s saint. In the end, this statue was also sold.  
It was acquired, not by the Dutch government but instead 
the American collector J. Pierpont Morgan (1837–1913), 
via whom it entered the collection of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York in 1916.22 

In addition to these en bloc acquisitions, a standing 
Virgin and Child (BK-NM-3888) was also purchased  
in 1877 at the ministry’s instigation. This oak sculpture 
was produced by an anonymous fifteenth-century 
sculp  tor whose identity was only revealed some seventy 
years later: Adriaen van Wesel, a woodcarver active  
in Utrecht. As such, the Virgin and Child became the first 
sculpture by an important late-medieval woodcarver 
from the Low Countries added to the Dutch national 
collection. Today, the Rijksmuseum holds the majority 
of the works in Van Wesel’s currently known oeuvre.

To the extent that a focused collection policy existed, 
the emphasis during these years was on medieval sculp-
ture, a veritable testament to the influence of Cuypers and 
De Stuers and their Roman Catholic affinity for Gothic 
art.23 By no means, however, was sculpture from later 
peri ods disregarded. In 1876, five masterpieces of cabinet 
sculpture were purchased from the impressive collec-
tion of the Leiden ento mologist Samuel Constantius 
Snellen van Vollenhoven (1816–1880), including ivories 
by Frans van Bossuit (BK-NM-2931 and -2933) and Gerard 
van Opstal (BK-NM-2934), and boxwood sculptures by 
Ambrosius van Swol (BK-NM-2926) and Adriaen van der 
Werff (BK-NM-2927). This last piece, Van der Werff’s chess 
pawn in the form of a laughing soldier, signalled an unor-
thodox move into the domain of sculpture by a renowned 
painter. In 1828, a complete chess set by the same artist 
had previously been offered to Van de Kasteele Sr, at the 
time faced with no other choice but to pass.24 In fact, 
much of Snellen van Vollenhoven’s collection had been 
built by his great-grandfather, the Rotterdam sugar refiner 
and merchant Jan Snellen (1711–1787), in the eighteenth 
century – an era marked by the sale of old art collections 
and fine pieces of cabinet sculpture, then surfacing 
regularly on the art market.25 

FIG. 6 Toon Dupuis, Bust of Dr Pierre Cuypers, 1912 .  
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. BK-B-113  
Gift of the Feestcommissie Jubileum Cuypers 1897

FIG. 5 Toon Dupuis, Bust of Jonkheer Victor de Stuers, 1914. 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. BK-B-116 
Gift of the Vrienden en vereerders van V.E.L. de Stuers
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In 1877, the collection of the Nederlandsch Museum  
was further enhanced with a terracotta portrait bust 
by Hendrick de Keyser (BK-NM-4191), most likely depicting 
the painter Joachim Wtewael, followed five years later 
by the acquisition of three seventeenth-century terra-
cottas by Pieter Xaveri, an Antwerp sculptor active in 
Leiden (BK-NM-5155, -5666 and -5667). This latter trio 
of sculptures was a welcome addition to Xaveri’s Young 
Lady with a Lapdog (BK-NM-827), held since 1825 in the 
collection of the Royal Cabinet. 

The RijksmuSeum
In 1885, the collection of sculpture received a truly new 
impulse with the transfer of the Nederlandsch Museum 
from The Hague to Amsterdam. There the collection 
would find a new home, preserved together with the 
national painting collection and five other partial col lec -
tions in the newly built Rijksmuseum, which opened its 
doors to the public in the summer of 1887.26 The Neder-
landsch Museum would remain independent for another 
forty years, having in its own separate rooms inside the 
newly built museum. In 1927, the collec tion was divided 
into three separate depart ments: the Department of 
Sculp ture, the Department of Applied Arts, and a his tori-
cal department.27 The creation of the new Rijksmuseum 
also led to a redis tribution among the various depart-
ments. Sculpture ‘before 1800’ was transferred to the 

collection of the Nederlandsch Museum,28 with sculp-
ture of the nine teenth century relegated to the 

FIG. 8 View of the Rijksmuseum’s garden around 1910

Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, RMA-SSA-F-07489-1

FIG. 7 Hein Maessen, Bust of Joseph Alberdingk Thijm,  
in or before 1909. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. BK-B-93 
Gift of P.J.H. Cuypers
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FIG. 11 View of the Rijksmuseum’s west  
inner courtyard, c. 1900 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, RMA-SSA-F-04417-2
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Rijksmuseum voor Schil derijen (Rijksmuseum of Paint-
ings). In the early decades of the museum’s existence, 
this last category was also expanded with portrait busts 
of prominent Dutchmen, including depictions of the trium-
virate responsible for the founding of this new national 
institution: De Stuers, Cuypers, and the man of letters 
Joseph Alberdingk Thijm (FIG. 5–7).

Around the turn of the century, various statues and orna-
ments were also acquired to decorate the Rijksmuseum’s 
gardens (FIG. 8). Sculptures by Rombout Verhulst, vases 
by Jan Pieter van Baurscheit, lead-cast emperors’ busts 
by Bartholomeus Eggers, and a bronze cast made after 
Adriaen de Vries’s Mercury and Psyche in the Louvre were 
installed in the historicizing ‘period gardens’ with the 
accom panying lapidarium designed by the architect 
Cuypers along the museum complex’s south and west 
sides. To complement these histori cizing ‘outdoor gal-
leries’, several works by essentially modern sculptors 
were added to the collection as a contemporary accent: 
the bronze Biblis and Mercury by Ferdinand Leenhoff 
(BK-18753 and -18758), the Titan by Abraham Hesselink 
(BK-B-110) and Mathieu Kessels’s Disc-Thrower (BK-18754). 

Shortly before its opening, the museum received  
a num ber of important sculptures on loan from the 
Koninklijk Oudheidkundig Genootschap, a historical 
society founded by private citizens in Amsterdam in 
1858.29 Noteworthy are Jan van Schayck’s early-sixteenth-
century sculpted organ panels from the Sint-Vituskerk 
in Naarden (BK-KOG-669), a voluptuous St Ursula  
(BK-KOG-659) and two marble portrait medallions  
by Artus Quellinus, depicting Burgomaster Cornelis  
de Graeff and his wife (BK-KOG-1458-A and -B). In sub-
sequent years, the society regularly loaned other objects 
to the Rijksmuseum, such as Adriaen van Wesel’s char ming 
St Agnes (BK-KOG-1732) and a terracotta pen dant pair of 
seventeenth-century portraits in the guise of Mars and 
Venus, attributed to Rombout Verhulst (BK-KOG-1644).30 
During this period, the city of Amsterdam also contri buted 

to the collection’s formation: numer ous objects pre sen-
ted on loan in 1887 greatly expanded the museum’s sculp-
ture collection, including prized works such as the ten 
bronze pleurants (then erro ne ously described as counts 
and countesses of Holland) from the tomb monument 
of Isabella of Bourbon, Countess of Burgundy (FIG. 9),31 
and the unique ensemble of terracotta sketches and 
models made in the years 1650–65 by Artus Quellinus 
and his assistants for the sculptural decoration of the 
seventeenth century Amsterdam Town Hall, today the 
Royal Palace on the Dam Square.32 

With the transfer of the Rijksmuseum voor Schilderijen, 
housed in the Trippenhuis on the Amsterdam Kloveniers-
burgwal until 1883, to the newly completed building of 
the Rijksmuseum, the sculpture collection was enhanced 
with a half-round relief kept in the rear garden of the 
same monumental canal house at least since 1842: the 
twelfth-century dedication tympanum from the abbey 
of Egmond (BK-NM-1914) (FIG. 10). Four years later, in 1887, 
the collection was additionally expanded with the acqui-
sition of two Romanesque altar posts from the town  
of St.-Odiliënberg (BK-NM-8438 and -8439). As such,  
the newly built Rijksmuseum boasted a very modest 

FIG. 9 Jan Borman and Renier van Thienen, Ten Weepers from the Tomb of Isabella of Bourbon,  
c. 1475–76. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. BK-AM-33, On loan from the City of Amsterdam

FIG. 10 Gerrit Lamberts, The Garden of the Trippenhuis, 1845. 
Amsterdam, Stadsarchief, image no. 010097001635
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ensemble of the earliest Netherlandish sculpture. Also 
noteworthy in these years is the purchase of three poly-
chromed sculptural groups from the collection of J.P. Six 
in 1891, initially rather optimistically described as ‘School 
of Tilman Riemenschneider’ (BK-NM-9380 to -9382). 
Today this trio of sculptures is identified as ‘Frankisch’, 
a broader interpretation that in no way belies their high 
quality. An authentic work by this prominent German 
master woodcarver was acquired by the museum in 1960.

Following in step with large museums around the world 
and on De Stuers’s instigation, the museum began to sys-
tematically collect and exhibit plaster casts of famous 
monumental sculptures. At first largely limited to plaster 
copies of sculptures produced in the Nether lands, these 
works were eventually comple men ted with several casts 
of foreign and classical sculp tures.33 Although intended 
for use in drawing classes, this collection of repro duc tions 
was also meant to augment the number of authentic 
sculptural works on display at the museum. Under the 
supervision of the Rijks com missie ter Vervaardiging  
en Ruiling van Reproductiën van Kunstvoorwerpen 
(National Com mit tee of the Pro duction and Exchange 
of Reproductions of Art Objects), this collection of plas-
ter copies quickly grew to approx i mately 500 pieces,34 
with all works prominently displayed in the west inner 
courtyard (FIG. 11).

Adriaan Pit: a New Direction
With Adriaan Pit’s appointment as director of the 
Nederlandsch Museum in 1898, a fresh wind was about 
to blow through the museum (FIG. 12).35 His assistant 
director during these years was Willem Vogelsang, a spe-
cialist in late-medieval Netherlandish sculpture who 
would later become the first professor of art history  

in the Netherlands. Pit himself, who studied in Paris  
at the École du Louvre from 1886 to 1894, also possessed 
a thorough knowledge of the history of sculpture. There 
he was a pupil of Louis Courajod (1841–1896), curator 
and later head of the Louvre’s department of sculpture 
who propagated a highly object-focused approach.36  
As Pit described him: ‘Contrary, one can say, to the vast 
majority of art historians, [Courajod], with [his] love  
for the artwork, was capable of bestowing greater priority 
on the monument, above the written document, the 
archival piece, both in terms of [the monument’s] art 
historical and evidential value.’37

Pit had devised a broad, international and above all 
modern aesthetic vision of art history all his own.  
His museological views were opposed to those of the 
Rijksmuseum’s founding fathers, and particularly those 
of Victor de Stuers. This very soon led to major confron-
tations between the two men regarding the policy and 
presentation of the collections. Pit’s purer art historical 
and aesthetic approach clashed with De Stuers’s by then 
outdated culture-historical vision.38 For this reason,  
as early as 1900 he created a special room in which works 
of sculpture were displayed in series, thus providing  
a good impression of the development of sculpture  
in the Netherlands from the Renaissance to the onset 
of the twentieth century. This approach of presenting 
objects in chronological sequences was one of Pit’s 
main principles: ‘... from the series of objects exhibited 
in the museum, the history of the artistic handiwork must 
be able to be reconstructed; – with the Netherlandish 
artistic handiwork taking prece dence, but ... also that  
of the foreign artistic handi work, with which the national 
[artistic handiwork] was continually in contact.’39 With 
this modest presentation of sculpture arranged serially, 
Pit hoped to create a greater public eye for the impor-
tance and nature of the Dutch sculptural tradition as  
a typical form of national artistic expression: ‘It’s time 
that this misrepresen tation is replaced by proper appre-
ciation .... Because, while our painting school is typically 
a national one, a continuous national character can also 
be observed in the evolving sculpture in our provinces, 
of which the most manifest expressions can be seen  
as early as the Middle Ages, a movement that somewhat 
fades in the sixteenth century due to the then prevailing 
Italian influences, [and] which again strongly re-emerges 
at the end of the sixteenth and in the seventeenth 
century.’40

Together, Pit and Vogelsang devoted their efforts  
to achieving an ‘aesthetic purification’ of the collection, 
the separation of historical artifacts (‘stuff’) and espe-
cially the deaccessioning of the rapidly growing collection 
of plaster casts, which Vogelsang disparaged as ‘white 
characterless things’, ‘lifeless monsters’ and ‘effective 
spoilers of taste’.41 Pit expressed his views on the latter 
in more diplomatic terms: ‘It will certainly be considered 
desirable by all that only authentic pieces are exhibited 
in a Museum, trustworthy documents, from which the 

FIG. 12 Unknown sculptor using the pseudonym ‘Apartes’,  
Bust of Dr Adriaan Pit, 1898–1917. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum,  
inv. no. NG-2001-14, Gift of the Kröller-Müller Museum
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art of previous generations can be learned, or that at least 
imitations, which can serve as supplementary teaching 
material, made recognizable as such, are displayed sep-
ara tely so as not to confuse that aspect.’42 Sensing that 
part of his life’s work was about to be eradicated, Victor 
de Stuers vehemently protested against such critical stir-
rings in a venomous article entitled Professor Vogelsang, 
written in 1915, one year prior to his death.43 By this time, 
however, it was a lost cause: thirteen years later, under 
Rijksmuseum director Frederik Schmidt-Degener, it was 
decided that the plaster cast collection be removed from 
the museum’s west atrium.44 Only one cast was spared 
the fate of destruction: the enormous plaster copy of the 
famous Well of Moses at Champmol by the renowned 
Haarlem-born sculptor Claus Sluter (FIG. 13).45

Pit’s intuitive sense of artistic quality became highly 
apparent, when, together with Vogelsang, he acquired 
several exceptional sculptures from the Musée van den 
Bogaerde, a large art collection built by André Baron 
van den Bogaerde (1787–1855) at Castle Heeswijk in 
Brabant, part of which had been sold in 1901. An essen-
tial element of the baron’s collection of religious art were 
235 medieval woodcarvings.46 Among the works Pit and 
Vogelsang purchased were two exquisite sculp tures  
by Adriaan van Wesel. Only many years later was it finally 
determined that both had once belonged to Van Wesel’s 
large Marian retable of circa 1477, made for the Illustre 
Onze Lieve Vrouwe Broederschap (Illustrious Brother-
hood of Our Lady) in Den Bosch (BK-NM-11647 and -11713).47 

Inspired by these acquisitions, Vogelsang devoted an 
article to several other works by the as yet unidentified 
sculptor, whom he dubbed the ‘Master of the Death  
of the Virgin’.48 These successes stood counter to Pit’s 
decisive refusal – even if a sound decision on quality 
grounds – to procure a large sculpt ed Antwerp Passion 
retable, originating from a small Brabantine church  
and held since 1835 in the Van den Bogaerde collection. 
This altarpiece had been acquired by the Vereniging 
Rembrandt – an association established by private indi-
viduals in 1883 to promote the preservation and expan-
sion of the national artistic heritage – at the same 1901 
sale, on the premise that it would later be incorporated 
in the collection of the Rijksmuseum.49 Even pressure 
exerted by the minister at the time failed to alter Pit’s 
position, with the altar piece consequently ending up  
in the Sint-Jans kathe draal in Den Bosch (FIG. 14).50 Pit’s 
principled refusal on this matter proved to be a missed 
opportunity with long-lasting consequences – even today, 
a monumental medieval retable remains one of the major 
lacunae in the museum’s sculpture collection.

Pit was vocally critical of many of his predecessors’ 
acquisitions. De Stuers, among others, experienced this 
as a personal attack: ‘One used to acquire an object 
because, for reasons that were hard to explain, they 
found it interesting, and given that foreigners had carried 
off the best long before, one purchased mostly rubbish, 
or, disarmed by personal opinion as one was, allowed 
oneself to be enticed by fakes.’51 Pit himself would 

unfortunately encounter the same pitfall, particularly 
in his efforts to give the collection of sculpture a more 
international profile.

A More international Profile
The paucity of quality examples of foreign sculpture  
in the museum’s collection was a problem for Pit, even 
if that number was greater than his words suggested  
in 1904. In fact, works originating from abroad comprised 
approximately one quarter of the collection. Yet the 
majority of these were small-scale ivories and bronzes. 
Pit himself was a great supporter of comparative art 
history, explaining why he saw the inclusion of foreign 

FIG. 13 View of the Rijksmuseum’s Great Hall with a plaster 
cast of Claus Sluter’s Well of Moses, 1934 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, RMA-SSA-F-00604-1

FIG. 14 Passion Altarpiece, Antwerp, c. 1510–20. Den Bosch,  
Sint-Janskathedraal, Photo: Ton van der Vorst, Den Bosch
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works of art, alongside works from the Southern and 
Northern Netherlands, as a necessity. His aim was there-
fore to create a more international profile for the 
Rijksmuseum’s sculpture collection, as professed in  
a 1910 article in the Dutch literary and cultural peri-
odical De Gids and elsewhere.52 Even when plagued  
by a limited acquisition budget, Pit still put his words 
into practice. In 1901, he enriched the museum’s collec-
tion with two of his own sculptures, initially presented 
on a loan basis: a possibly central-German alabaster 
Pietà (BK-NM-11667), which he donated to the museum 
three years later, and a Cologne reliquary bust, perma-
nently acquired by the museum in 1918 (BK-NM-11666). 
More significant was Pit’s 1906 loan of an exquisite 
French Virgin and Child (BK-NM-11912) in the Parisian court 
style circa 1400 to the museum, a work he likely acquired 

during his study year in Paris and a clear example of his 
intuitive sense of quality (FIG. 15). In 1940, this sculpture 
– today seen as a core work of French Gothic – was added 
to the Rijksmuseum’s permanent collection thanks to the 
Edwin vom Rath bequest.

In his policy of international acquisitions, however,  
Pit focussed chiefly on southern Europe. Inspired by his 
contact with Prof Dr Otto Lanz (1865–1935), a Swiss sur-
geon living in Amsterdam since 1902, he cautiously began 
to purchase Italian art of the Renaissance.53 A fanatic 
collector of early-Italian art, the flamboyant Lanz charac-
terized himself as ‘the best art connoisseur among sur-
geons and the best surgeon among art connoisseurs’.54 
The interior of his monumental villa, located directly 
behind the Rijksmuseum, was fur nished in the spirit  
of the influential Berlin museum director Wilhelm Bode 
(1845–1929) with Italian-Renaissance-style Festräume 
aimed to evoke the atmosphere of an Italian palazzo. 
‘Casa Lanz’ soon emerged as a small centre of Italian 
art-lovers thriving in the shadow of the ‘Dutch Dutchness 
of our Rijksmuseum of paintings’.55 In 1906, Pit offered 
to exhibit a selection of Lanz’s Italian works, primarily 
sculptures, in one of the museum’s spaces (FIG. 16). 
Even at this early stage, the Swiss Amsterdammer’s collec-
tion had taken on serious forms (ultimately growing  
to comprise more than 400 pieces). Six years later,  
in 1912, the same initiative was repeated.56 In an article  
on Lanz’s collection, published in the same year, Pit 
underscored the great importance of this new area  
of sculpture for the Dutch museum-going public. He also 
cited Lanz’s help in realizing his own ambitions in acqui-
ring international works for the museum: ‘The Lanz 
Collection has a very special significance for the author 
of these lines. After all, it contributed to acquainting the 
Dutch public with sculpture of the Italian Early Renais-
sance at a time when purchases in this area were on the 
agenda of the directorate of the Nederlandsch Museum. 
The exhibitions, which Professor Lanz’s beneficence 
has twice made possible in a small exhibition room  
of the Rijksmuseum, supported in no small measure 
what little I was able to acquire as director of the 
existing collections.’57

Pit’s words underscore the fact that his own acqui sitions 
in the area of Italian Renaissance sculpture, even by his 
own estimation, were disappointing. This stemmed partly 
from the museum’s modest acqui sitions budget, but 
also from the declining number of exceptional pieces 
available on the art market – an unavoidable state of 
affairs ‘… given that the best had long been carried off 
by foreigners’.58 Yet Pit also faced stiff competition from 
the large museums, institutions with access to far greater 
funds, and wealthy collectors. There was also the problem 
of the numerous fakes circulating on the art market.  
Pit still turned to inter national art dealers for specific 
acquisitions, but at this stage in the game, such practices 
were a highly rare occurrence at the Rijksmuseum. Pit 
was assisted in this endeavour, certainly via his own 

FIG. 15 Pit’s Virgin and Child on view in the Rijksmuseum 
(Nederlandsch Museum) around 1920
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international network, but especially via Otto Lanz’s close 
contacts in the Italian art market. Occasionally, acqui si-
tions were coordinated in consultation between the two 
men, such as two stucco ‘portrait’ busts then attributed 
to Jacopo della Quercia, subsequently discussed by Pit 
in a 1907 article.59 In the end, the Rijksmuseum acquired 
a substantial portion of Lanz’s collection in 1952. This 
included a total of eighteen Italian sculptures, one German 
sculpture after Michelangelo (BK-17242), and a delicate, 
Italianized marble relief (BK-18016) today described as 
‘Paris, circa 1570’. Ironically, the museum passed on one 
of Lanz’s self-reported crown jewels: a terracotta por-
trait bust over-optimistically attributed to Leonardo  
da Vinci. Written off by most experts as a fake, the bust 
was offered together with other less important pieces 
in 1951, selling for a mere 35 guilders only to be bought 
back by Lanz’s family for sentimental reasons.60 Years 
later, however, the same bust was shown to be an authen-
tic work by Gian Christoforo Romano circa 1500, and 
identified as a possible portrait of Isabella d’Este. Since 
2004, it has been preserved at the Kimbell Art Museum 
(Fort Worth).61 A marble relief portrait of Isabella’s mother, 
Eleonora of Aragon, today preserved in the Rijksmuseum, 
has recently been attributed to the same sculptor 
(BK-16977).

With only limited means, Pit had no choice but to focus 
on plaster copies directly cast from the inventions of the 
great sculptors of the Renaissance, or small-scale sculp-
tures such as bronze plaquettes and statuettes. Most  
of these acquisitions – almost two dozen works – were 
from Florentine dealers in the years 1905–1907 and 
1911–1913.62 Chief in importance was the Martelli Stemma 
(BK-NM-11094) from the Della Robbia work shop. In 1908, 
the museum also obtained a group of Italian bronzes 
– sculptures erroneously collected as works of classical 
Antiquity in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century – 
via the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden (National Museum 
of Antiquities) in Leiden. This transfer of works included 
a unique all’antica bust of a man attributed to Severo 
Calzetta da Ravenna (BK-NM-12080).

Pit underscored his international collecting campaign 
furthermore with the acquisition of several French sculp-
tures, including a large fifteenth-century stone Virgin 
and Child (BK-12371) in 1914, and a small fourteenth-
century walnut Virgin and Child (BK-NM-11861) pur chased 
directly from Émile Molinier (1857–1906), a both renowned 
and reviled curator at the Louvre.63 Pit’s departure  
from the Rijksmuseum in 1917 introduced an extended 

FIG. 16 View of the exhibition of the Collection Lanz in 1906 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, RMA-SSA-F-05461-1
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period during which relatively little sculpture was 
acquired. Nevertheless, his efforts to expand the collec-
tion and to modernize its presen tation set a precedent 
for a collection policy more international in orientation. 
Not until after the Second World War, however, would 
this new orientation begin to actually reap fruits.

During this interbellum period of few sculptural acquisi -
tions, two exceptional donations and a bequest are parti-
cularly noteworthy: the seated Virgin and Child by Sandro 
di Lorenzo, formerly known as the ‘Master of the Unruly 
Children’ (BK-NM-12996), donated by the Vrienden van 
het Rijksmuseum (Friends of the Rijksmuseum) in 1922, 
followed seventeen years later by Adriaen de Vries’s 
relief Bacchus and Ariadne op Naxos (BK-14692), donated 
by the N.V. Internationale Antiquiteitenhandel. In 1941, 
the museum’s collection was additionally enriched with 
the bequeathal of the art collection of Edwin vom Rath 
(1863–1940). In character, this modest Amsterdam sugar 
merchant and philanthropist was entirely the opposite 
of Lanz, in whose circle he moved.64 His collection, though 
com prising many Italian artworks, was less exclusively 
Italian than his Swiss counterpart. Vom Rath’s bequest 
included a total of sixteen sculptures, several of which 
even today belong to the core collection of the Rijks-
museum: noteworthy are a thirteenth-century statuette 
of the Virgin and Child (BK-NM-12384) – a seminal example 
of French Early Gothic ivory carving – and the afore-
mentioned courtly Virgin and Child previously acquired 
from Pit. In the 1950s, capital bequeathed by Vom Rath 
facilitated the acquisition of three Italian bronzes, inclu-
d ing Desiderio da Firenze’s Perfume Burner (BK-1957-3), 
an object originating from the collection of the French 
minister Colbert via Horace Walpole.65

The PoSt-War YearS: Jaap Leeuwenberg 
Both during his own directorship and in the ensuing 
decades, few of Adriaan Pit’s collection ambitions were 
ever realized. Rapid change would come in the post-
war years, however, with the appointment of Jaap 
Leeuwenberg (1904–1978) as the new curator of sculp-
ture in 1948 (FIG. 17), followed by the Dutch govern-
ment’s transferal of the superior Mannheimer collec tion 
in 1960. Leeuwenberg’s arrival on the scene marks the 
onset of a period of concerted acquisition on a far more 
active and broader scale. Almost without exception, 
this renewed effort centred on pieces of international, 
high-quality sculpture.66 Under Leeuwenberg’s curator-
ship, a career that encompassed twenty years, the 
Rijksmuseum’s collection of sculpture grew by almost 
one-quarter of what it had been before. He also main-
tained contacts with a broad international network  
of associates in the field, 67 while at the same time 
honing his vision and expertise via numerous sculpture 
expe ditions across Europe, from Spain to Scandinavia. 
Leeuwenberg’s international travels allowed him to build  
a large photographic database for the museum and  
to further enrich his exceptionally retentive visual 
memory.

Leeuwenberg’s favour lay with late-medieval sculpture, 
a field in which he had been conducting ground breaking 
research since 1941 and had actively been collecting him-
self. In his role as curator, however, he was obliged to 
broaden his scope to encompass new terrain. The organi-
zation of the large and successful 1955 exhibition 
De triomf van het Maniërisme (The Triumph of Mannerism) 
(FIG. 18) inspired the acquisition of bronzes and other 
high-quality sculptures in the years leading up to this 
event. Around Adriaen de Vries’s relief, a unique nucleus 
of sculpture began to form produced by fiamminghi, 
artists from the Low Countries and Germany who made 
a name for them selves while working in Italy. The first 
of these works, acquired in 1950, was a large south-
German Neptune group (BK-16430).68 Leeuwenberg’s 
rapidly growing expertise in the area of European man-
nerist sculpture is perhaps best illustrated by Willem 
van Tetrode’s exquisite bronze Hercules Pomarius  
(BK-1954-43). Although acquired in 1954 as an anony-
mous Netherlandish work, Leeuwenberg linked the 
bronze to Goltzius’s famed print of Hercules, a finding 
that laid the basis for Radcliffe’s convincing attribution 
to Van Tetrode thirty years later.69 A substantial number 
of ‘Leeuwenberg’s’ bronzes were also included in the 
standard reference work Europäische Bronzestatuetten 
(1967) by Hans Weirauch, with whom the Rijksmuseum 
curator had regular contact. Not included, however,  
was one of Leeuwenberg’s earlier acquisitions: a pair  
of robust, escutcheon-bearing bronze Lions (BK-16546) 
purchased in 1952 for 5,900 guilders as Venetian works 

FIG. 17 Jaap Leeuwenberg looking at Nicolaes Gerhaert  
van Leyden’s Funeral Monument to Empress Eleonora Helena  
of Portugal in Wiener Neustadt, 1970
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from the early fifteenth century. In 2015, the discovery 
of two identical lions revealed that the two Rijksmuseum 
bronzes were in fact produced one century later, not  
in northern Italy but in northern Germany, and originally 
functioned as supporting elements of a baptismal font 
or memorial plaque in the monastery church of 
Bordesholm.70

It was in this sculpture-friendly climate that the first 
exhibition ever devoted to Italian sculpture – Italian 
Bronze Statuettes in the Victoria and Albert Museum 
(1961) – was shown at the Rijksmuseum under the title 
of Meesters van het brons der Italiaanse Renaissance. 
Leeuwenberg retired from his post as curator of sculp-
ture in 1969. Even long after his departure, his legacy 
would still be tangibly felt in two major exhibitions: 
Adriaen de Vries (1998–99) and Willem van Tetrode 
(2003) (FIG. 25). Nevertheless, from this time forward, 
the Rijksmuseum acquired sensational bronze sculp tures 
only sporadically, e.g. Van der Schardt’s intriguing Sol 
(BK-1977-24) and Adriaen de Vries’s Bacchant (BK-2015-2). 

As might be expected, Leeuwenberg’s acquisition policy 
was strongly influenced by his own specialization: late-
medieval sculpture from the Low Countries, and espe cially 
Utrecht and the region of the Lower Rhine. Almost 

imme diately after his appointment, wood-carved ele-
ments from a dismantled Antwerp retable were pur-
chased, signalling a first step – even if on a modest, 
somewhat distorted scale – in rectifying the issue of the 
museum having no major Late-Gothic sculpted ensemble 
in its col lection. Undoubtedly, it was the same motivation 
that led to Leeuwenberg’s acquisition, in 1962 and 1964,  
of three caisses from a Southern Netherlandish passion 
retable with individual groups (BK-1962-33 and BK-1964-2). 
Also acquired in 1964 was a Christus Salvator statuette 
by the Master of the Utrecht Stone Female Head, an 
anonymous sculptor working in the wake of Adriaan 
van Wesel, the Utrecht sculptor convincingly identified 
by Leeuwenberg himself. Back in 1958, Leeuwenberg 
had published an article on a small group of sixteenth-
century Brussels travel altars, a fine example of which he 
managed to acquire for the Rijksmuseum (BK-1958-40). 
Even if on a small scale, this piece conveyed the essence 
of a fully sculpted, polychromed retable. One year later, 
in 1959, the museum received a boxwood prayer nut 
(BK-1981-1), initially presented as a long-term loan but 
officially acquired by the museum in 1981. In this case, 
the provenance could be traced back to the very first 
owners, a Delft burgomaster and his wife living in the 
early sixteenth century. In 1969, Leeuwenberg was sub se-
quently inspired to write a ground breaking article in 

FIG. 18 View of the exhibition The Triumph of Mannerism, 1955 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, HA-0009501
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which he attributed the newly acquired prayer nut and 
a large group of stylistically related boxwood micro-
carvings to an otherwise unknown woodcarver, Adam 
Dircksz.71 A major addition to the museum’s collection 
in the area of lower-Rhenish sculpture came with the con-
troversial purchase in 1956 of Master Arnt’s Lamen ta tion, 
a group originating from a small roadside chapel in the 
Limburg village of Boukoul (BK-1956-31).72 Leeuwenberg 
had previously acquired an Angel with the Arma Christi 
(BK-16383) by the same sculptor in 1949.

With respect to medieval sculpture produced outside 
the Netherlands, acquisitions were made in response  
to the new installation of the museum’s galleries, carried 
out in the 1950s under the directorship of Jonkheer David 
Röell in collaboration with the architect Frits Eschauzier 
(FIG. 19).73 Inspired by Carlo Scarpa’s acclaimed museum 
installations at Palermo and Verona, a number of impos-
ing works – e.g. a St Vitus from Ulm (BK-1956-8) – were 
purchased, intended as eye-catchers in the new, 
relatively small galleries reserved for medieval art. 
Under Leeuwenberg, the collection of seventeenth-  
and eigh teenth-century Baroque sculpture from the 
Low Countries – the logical context for the unique 
Amsterdam ensemble of works by Artus Quellinus – 
was given a more definite profile, with works by Artus 
Quellinus II, Jan-Baptist Xavery, Pieter Scheemaekers I, 
Jacob Cressant, father and son Van Logteren, and others. 
Among these acqui si tions, the absolute masterpiece 
was Matthieu van Beveren’s majestic ivory Virgin and 
Child on the Crescent Moon (BK-1962-5).

Unfortunately, Leeuwenberg failed to realize a long-
cherished plan to write a comprehensive overview  
of medieval sculpture in the Northern Netherlands.74  
By the time of his retirement in 1969, however, he had 
managed to essentially complete his life’s work: an art 
historical compendium of the collection of sculpture  
in the Rijksmuseum, a task first begun by his predecessor, 
C.M.A.A. Lindeman (1883–1965) (FIG. 20).75 Four years 
later, in 1973, Beeldhouwkunst in het Rijksmuseum 
(Sculp ture in the Rijksmuseum) made its publishing 
debut. This impressive and exemplary work was 
highly lauded – the second complete catalogue of the 
Rijksmuseum’s collection to appear after Pit’s 1904 
publication.76 In the seventy years that had since passed, 
the collection had grown from approximately 220 to 
more than 920 works. By this time, it had also garnered 
an international repu tation, particularly as the most 
important collection of Dutch sculpture in the world.77

Fritz Mannheimer 
The international reputation of the Rijksmuseum’s col-
lection of sculpture arose chiefly from the incor poration 
of the outstanding art collection of the German-Jewish 
banker Fritz Mannheimer (1890–1939). Consigned to the 
Dutch government in 1952 when recuperated from 
Germany after World War II, much of this vast collection 
of paintings and other works was transferred to the 
museum in 1960, including a group of more than forty 
sculptures, many of the very highest quality. Before the 
war, Mannheimer left his native Germany and relocated 
in Amsterdam, where he became a naturalized citizen 
of the Netherlands in 1936.78 As the director of a private 
bank with virtually unlimited funds to acquire art, he was 
active in the top segment of the international art market, 
competing with collectors the likes of Mellon and 
Gulbenkian. Mannheimer’s diverse collection comprised 
chiefly works of German Gothic and Italian Renaissance 
sculpture and applied art as well as French and German 

FIG. 20 Liesbeth Messer-Heybroek, Portrait of Dr C.M.A.A. Lindeman, 
1933–34. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. no. BK-2012-68 
Gift of C.M.A.A. van Leer-Lindeman, Zeist

FIG. 19 View of the Rijksmuseum’s medieval gallery in 1962
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FIG. 21 Hanna Elkan, View of the Stairway in Fritz Mannheimer’s Villa,  
c. 1928–32. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, B-F-1963–426-10
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applied art from the eighteenth century. All were housed 
in a villa located directly behind the Rijksmuseum,  
in close proximity to the ‘Casa Lanz’ (FIG. 21–22). 

In the 1920s and ’30s, Mannheimer purchased sculp tures 
and other artworks directly from various parties: the 
Russians, for example, were engaged in the selling of large 
quantities of art, including works from the Hermitage 
in St Petersburg, in exchange for Western assets.79 From 
them, Mannheimer acquired one of his top pieces in 1933: 
Falconet’s Amour menaçant (BK-1963–101), a sculpture 
previously in the possession of Madame de Pompadour. 
As recorded in a letter from the archive of the renowned 
French dealer Duveen: ‘RE: Mannheimer. This man has 
bought recently from the Russians the Falconet “Cupid” 
– Garde a Vous – for a million and a quarter francs .... 
The Russians now have a shop in Paris where they show 
their goods to clients direct. … I know from Gulbenkian 
and Mannheimer that they often show them fine things 
there.’80 Another former possession of the Russian state 
was Houdon’s gilded bronze statuette Voltaire assis 
(BK-16932) – a personal gift from the sculptor to Catherine 
the Great – and the fascinating romanesque Antler  
(BK-16990) from the burial chapel of Louis the Pious  
at Metz.81 Mannheimer also benefitted from the sale  
of pieces held in German museums, i.e. works converted 
into cash in the years 1933–35 to secure a portion of the 

Welfenschatz for Germany.82 In this manner, he procured 
the most important Renaissance bronze in his collection 
– Verrocchio’s monumental candelabra (BK-16933), made 
for the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence in 1468 – and the 
aforementioned ivory Crozier from Liesborn Abbey  
(BK-16991), an object formerly preserved at the Kunst-
kammer in Berlin.

Via Mannheimer’s collection, Italian Renaissance sculp-
ture in the Rijksmuseum was enriched with several 
exquisite bronzes – e.g. Antico’s Cupid (BK-16936) and 
Bastiano Torrigiani’s bust of Pope Gregory XIV – as well 
as a deli cate marble relief portrait attributed to Pietro 
Lombardo – possibly depicting the painter Giovanni 
Bellini (BK-16976) – and Buglioni’s monumental majolica 
altarpiece from 1502 (BK-16978). Standing on a gilt-
wood pedestal, this latter work was formerly the main 
attraction in one of Mannheimer’s own salons (FIG. 22). 
By means of an exchange with Max von Goldschmidt-
Rothschild (1843–1940), a fellow banker-cum-collector 
from Frankfurt, Tilman Riemenschneider’s exceptional 
alabaster Annunciation (BK-16986) came to Amsterdam 
in 1934.83 Before this, Mannheimer had obtained another 
gem of late-gothic German woodcarving: a Nativity 
(BK-16985) from Strasbourg, today attributed to Hans 
Kamensetzer, a close follower of Niclaus Gerhaert van 
Leyden. Not until many years later, in 2016, did a 

FIG. 22 Hanna Elkan, View of the Interior of  
Fritz Mannheimer’s Villa, c. 1928–32. Amsterdam,  
Rijksmuseum, B-F-1963–426-24
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master  piece of Venetian Renaissance sculpture follow: 
Antonio Rizzo’s marble tondo of the Virgin and Child (BK-
2016–101), a ‘forgotten’ Mannheimer piece unearthed in 
the depot of the State Art Collection. Another 
recuperated work of great importance, obtained at the 
time of the trans fer of Mannheimer’s collection in 1960, 
was the monu men tal Annunciation by the Sienese 
sculpture Francesco di Val dam brino (BK-17224) 
originating from the San Francesco in Pienza. These new 
additions and others – made within a period of twenty-
five years after the war – transformed the 
Rijksmuseum’s collection of sculpture into an inter-
national ensemble, just as Adriaan Pit had envisioned 
at the century’s onset at a time when this was unachiev-
able due to limited financial means.

Adriaen van WeSel and FlemiSh Baroque
Writing in the Dutch art historical journal Oud Holland 
in 1948, Leeuwenberg clarified matters in the hetero ge -
neous oeuvre of the anonymous Utrecht ‘Master of the 
Music-Making Angels’. However astute, his views were over-
shadowed by an article in the very same issue, in which 
P.T.A. Swillens identified the anonymous fif teenth-century 
woodcarver as Adriaen van Wesel.84 Leeuwen berg later 
returned to the discussion of Van Wesel. In the end, how-
ever, it was his successor as curator of sculpture at the 
Rijksmuseum, Willy Halsema-Kubes (1937–1992),85 who 
– together with the Nijmegen art historians Gerard 
Lemmens (1938–2021) and Guido de Werd (a Leeuwenberg 
adherent) – ultimately recognized Van Wesel’s rightful 
place in art history among the leading woodcarvers in the 
Low Countries. This she achieved by acquiring two major 
works for the Rijksmuseum and subsequently organi zing 
an outstanding monographic exhibition devoted to  
this Utrecht sculptor in 1980.86 In 1977, Halsema-Kubes 
acquired The Meeting of the Three Magi (BK-1977-134),  
a group originating from one of Van Wesel’s seminal 

works, the aforementioned Marian retable made for the 
Illustre Onze Lieve Vrouwe Broederschap in Den Bosch, 
which also housed the two groups previously acquired 
by Pit back in 1901 (BK-NM-11647 and -11713). This was 
followed two years later, in 1979, by the acquisition  
of Three Equestrian Knights from a Crucifixion scene 
(BK-1979-94).87 The addition of these two pieces to the 
collection formed the moti va tion of the ground-breaking 
exhibition held at the Rijksmuseum one year later, 
curated by Halsema-Kubes, where five individual frag-
ments preserved in the museum could now be shown  
in a tentative reconstruction of the Den Bosch retable 
(FIG. 23). 

With her interest in late-gothic Netherlandish sculpture, 
Halsema-Kubes proceeded where Leeuwenberg left 
off, as evidenced by acquisitions such as a 14th-century 
Enthroned Christ from a Liège Coronation of The Virgin 
(BK-1978-40) – with the accompanying Virgin preserved 
at the Victoria and Albert in London – and a highly deli-
cate, polychromed limestone retable from the Southern 
Netherlands (BK-1985-41). These additions were fol lowed 
in 1987 by a large Virgin (BK-1987-21) by Arnt van Tricht, 
a sculpture identified in 1980 by De Werd – its where-
abouts then unknown – as the pendant of the St John 
acquired by Pit back in 1898 (BK-NM-11155).88 In 1975, 
Halsema-Kubes succeeded in obtaining an exquisite 
St Ursula by Henrik Douverman, a contemporary of 
Van Tricht’s active in the same region, from the estate 
of Sir Conan Doyle’s father (BK-1975-70).89

A second area of emphasis in Halsema-Kubes’s col lec-
ting endeavours during these years was the systematic 
expan sion of Flemish Baroque sculpture – the southern 
coun terpart of northern Baroque sculpture – and its 
sixteenth-century roots. Despite having obtained some 
form in the 1960s, this sub-collection was 

FIG. 23 View of the exhibition Adriaen van Wesel, 1980
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under-repre sented. This situation greatly improved in 
the 1970s, with the acquisition of a polychromed St 
Sebastian  
(BK-1971-50) produced in Mechelen circa 1525, an Italian-
ized alabaster Sleeping Nymph by Paludanus (BK-1979-7), 
and an array of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
sculptures, including Faydherbe’s terracotta Portrait  
of Caspar de Craeyer (BK-1977-22) and his boxwood Joseph 
with the Christ Child (BK-1976-16), Pieter Scheemaeckers’s 
boxwood Archangel Michael as Dragon-Slayer (BK-1978-35), 
and a house altar attributed to Theodoor Verhaegen 
(BK-1978-161). Halsema-Kubes’s interest in Flemish 
Ba roque also coincided with a new perspective on the 
work of Artus Quellinus, resulting in an exhibition at the 
Royal Palace on the Dam Square in 1977.90 Under her 
supervision, a sizeable number of sculptures purchased 
by the museum in 1875 from the abbey of Maria Refugie 
in Uden were returned to their place of origin, when 
presented almost one century later on long-term loan 
to the new Museum voor Religieuze Kunst (now Museum 
Krona) founded in the former abbey. Sadly, Halsema-
Kubes’s untimely death would prevent her from realizing 
her ‘dream exhibition’ on Adriaen de Vries, the sculptor 
of the bronze Juggling Man, which the museum had 
attempted to acquire in 1989 without success.91

recent DecadeS: ‘NobleSSe Oblige’ 
Since the 1990s, the acquisition policy of the Rijks-
museum’s Department of Sculpture has aimed to seek 
more actively beyond Dutch national borders, while 
ensuring the high quality and international allure of the 
sculptural works from the Mannheimer collection. 
Whereas in the past the museum typically had very 
limited means, greater access to funding has facilitated 
the acquisition of works on the international art market. 
The proven support of the Vereniging Rembrandt has 
been supplemented with the yearly support of the 
BankGiroLoterij, numerous private funds, and donations 
via the Rijksmuseum Fonds. Regular appeals can now 
be made to the Mondriaan Fonds, and on an incidental 
basis, the Nationaal Fonds Kunstbezit. With their gene-
rous support, a number of formidable non-Netherlandish 
sculptures have been successfully acquired that today 
form striking international counterpoints anchored in the 
collection. Special attention has also been given to pro-
curing new works by the fiamminghi – in addition to 
those previously acquired by Leeuwenberg – and monu-
mental sculptures. The majority of these new pieces 
have been incorporated in the renewed presentations 
of the permanent collection, making their debut with 
the reopening of the Rijksmuseum in 2013.

FIG. 24 View of the Rijksmuseum’s atrium with two lead sculp-
tures, Francesco Righetti’s Bacchus and Amphelos, and a 
17th-century cast of the Laocoon, 2022
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Naturally, relevant sculptural works produced in the 
Netherlands and Flanders remain a focus, even if afforded 
less priority given the existing abundance of objects in 
this area. Noteworthy are three sculptures representing 
late-medieval private devotion: a silver-mounted Prayer 
Nut (BK-2010-16), a Gothic Christmas Cradle attributed 
to the workshop of Jan II Borman (BK-2013-14), and  
a touching, lifelike Mater dolorosa (BK-2011-31), likely made 
by Pietro Torrigiani in the years 1507–1510 when residing 
in Flanders. Sculpture of the early fifteenth century has 
been considerably enriched with an expressive core piece 
from the oeuvre of the Master of Hakendover (BK-2011-3), 
thus somewhat compensating the absence of Claus Sluter 
and his Burgundian world in the collection. This situa  tion 
was fortunately remedied in 2021 with the acquisition 
of a boxwood Calvary (BK-2021-16) attri butable to Sluter, 
a superb work that introduces a decidedly new facet  
to the Haarlem master’s limited oeuvre of monu mental 
stone-carved sculpture.92 Representing early Dutch 
Baroque is an exquisitely carved, boxwood Crying Boy 
Stung by a Bee (BK-2007-24) by the Amsterdam munici-
pal sculptor Hendrick de Keyser, which entered the 
collection of the Rijksmuseum thanks to a private dona-
tion. The classicist aspect of Roman Baroque is today 
represented in the museum thanks to the acquisition 

of delicate marble Eight Child Bacchants with a Goat 
(BK-2014-28) by François du Quesnoy, the Flemish-Roman 
teacher of Artus Quellinus who inspired generations  
of artists, particularly in the Netherlands and France. 

In recent decades, sculptures with a more pronounced 
international character were also acquired: Giovanni 
Caccini’s restrained Bust of Christ (1598) (BK-2000-8), 
made for an altar-cum-tabernacle in the Santa Maria 
Novella in Florence; Tommaso della Porta’s terracotta 
modello for Balaam, one of the prophets adorning the 
Santa Casa in Loreto (BK-2010-11); Ammannati’s wax 
model for the Genio mediceo (BK-2018-6); a bronze 
Baroque group by Lespingola (BK-2008-93); two early 
neoclassicist reliefs by Louis-Simon Boizot produced 
during the sculptor’s time in Rome (BK-2008-92); the 
monumental Carità educatrice (BK-2008-5) and the 
impressive portrait of Charlotte Bonaparte (BK-2007-9), 
both by Lorenzo Bartolini; lastly, the ensemble of six 
large statues (BK-2006-7 to -12) ordered from Francesco 
Righetti for Henry Hope’s Haarlem country estate 
Welgelegen, each directly cast in lead from classical 
originals in Rome.93 These latter works have welcomed 
visitors in the Rijksmuseum’s atrium since its reopening 
in 2013 (FIG. 24). 

FIG. 25 View of the exhibition Adriaen de Vries 1556-1626: 
Imperial Sculptor, 1998. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, HA-0011860
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Finally, in recent years the Rijksmuseum’s already excep-
tional group of works by Dutch sculptures active in Italy 
has been augmented with two dream acquisitions.  
First and foremost is the penetrating, timeless Self-
Portrait of Johan Gregor van der Schardt (BK-2000-17). 
Originating from the Nuremberg collection of Paulus 
Praun, the purchase of this work in 2000 was described 
in the Frank furter Allgemeine Zeitung in the following 
terms: ‘Natu ra listischer, ja radikaler is auch die Moderne 
nicht’ (More naturalistic, more radical even than Mod-
ernism).94 Next, in December 2014, the almost impossible 
was achieved with the sensational acquisition of Adriaen 
de Vries’s Bacchant (BK-2015-2), in fulfilment of a long-
held wish that had only grown stronger following the 
major exhibition of this sculptor’s work organized at 
the Rijksmuseum in 1998-99. Like De Vries’s Juggling 
Man in 1989, this exceptional bronze – the very last 
signed and dated work by the master – broke a world 
record when sold for more than 24 million dollars 
(FIG. 26).95 These two spectacular acquisitions – both 
on the cutting edge of art produced in the Low Countries 
and that of the artistic world outside the Netherlands – 
are perfect examples of the qualities with which the 
Rijksmuseum’s collection of sculpture aims to distinguish 
itself. This has not been achieved by creating an illusion 
of a totality, as with an encyclopaedic Kunstkammer,  
or serially exhibiting works to suggest an evolutionary 
history in the spirit of Pit and his contemporaries. 
Instead, the Rijksmuseum seeks to present a broad-
scoped and intriguing display of beautiful and important 
‘fragments’, collected like pearls from the limitless 
depths of the seabed of the past.96

FIG. 26 Adriaen de Vries’s Bacchant at auction in New York  
on 11 December 2014
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